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Full Exterior House Cleaning: Get the ‘Wow Factor’ across your exterior 
roof, walls, paths, patios, fences, driveway and gutters. 

What does a full exterior home clean include? In short, everything to 
make your property sparkle!  We provide you with a free consultation to 
find out which of our bio-clean services you need and tailor a quotation 
that suits your individual needs.  Your tailor-made service could include 

the following areas:

Block Paving: Let the 
experts pep up your 

pathways. The hassle-free 
way to remove moss, weed 

and algae to make your block 
paving safer and slip-free.

Roofing Cleaning Services:
Breaks down roof 

contaminates such as dirt 
and pollen and even the 
small build ups of grime 

that cannot be seen, plus a 
full gutter, soffit, fascia and 

downpipe clean too.
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The Full Monty: Ultimate protection, and
sanitisation for the exterior of your home 

Gravel Driveways: Is your 
gravel driveway looking 

patchy and weed-ridden?
We can provide a 

professional gravel top-up 
service and remove all the 

unsightly weeds.

Timber Decking & Fences: 
Add longevity to the lifespan 
of your decking and protect 
the boundaries of your land, 
with our professional timber 
fencing restoration service.

Patio Flagstones: Our 
professional flagstone 

cleaning service will get 
your garden area ready for 

summer-living. All you need 
to do is light the BBQ and 
enjoy your restored patio!
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Tarmac Driveways: Say 
goodbye to unsightly grime, 

dirt and moss on your 
tarmac. Say hello to a fully 
restored tarmac driveway 
that creates a great first 

impression.

Resin Driveways: We’ll 
restore the lustre of your 

resin driveway by removing 
stubborn stains and tyre 

marks using our eco-friendly 
products that get superb 

results.

Imprinted Concrete: We 
deep clean your imprinted 

concrete to restore its 
optimal condition and seal 

it so it’s fully water resistant. 
Preventative maintenance at 

its best.

House & Garden Walls:
Our eco-friendly softwash 

treatment for brick and 
rendered walls is much 

safer than damaging high-
pressure washing techniques 

– but gives the same 
outstanding finish.
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